
 

 

Commons Committee 2020/21 Report – Chairman, Cllr Hellen Orme  
 
 

The last year has flown by encompassing the first national lockdown and the second! The whole 
year has seen a steep rise in visitors to the Commons showing the importance of open spaces to 
enable everyone to get out for exercise and recreation. Somewhere for everyone to enjoy all year 
but it must be said that following a very long dry Summer we had a prolonged period of heavy rains 
and even snow this year. Wellies were needed!  
Despite lockdowns and extreme weather the Commons Committee continued to fulfil its aims; to 
maintain, enhance and sensitively manage our green spaces for all to enjoy safely. Many projects 
were delayed because of COVID19 but most have now been completed. 
 
East & West Common & The Camp 
Our monthly health and safety reporting continued as usual despite restrictions and all our meetings 
became virtual.  Last April we tendered for a new grass cutting contract following the retirement of 
our long standing contractor. A new contractor was agreed and appointed. I think you’ll agree he 
does a great job! 
 
The Commons have been heavily used during both the Summer and Winter months. The 
combination of recent heavy rain, snow and the significant increase in footfall has meant that the 
Commons became very wet and muddy. Packhorse Road ditches were full and there was flooding 
at the Packhorse Road/A4O junction. This was caused by blocked outlets in the ditches and 
thankfully these were cleared.  Areas of particularly high usage, such as the playground and all areas 
adjacent to the paths look bare, almost devoid of grass and very slippery. Once the weather 
improves we will carry out path repairs and hopefully most areas will recover naturally. During the 
peak Summer months Buckinghamshire Council did a great job daily emptying the bins and keeping 
the litter under control. Tree work was carried out in various locations on East and West Common 
following a tree safety report. Some were dead and unsafe next to paths, others along the A40 edge 
of the Commons had signs of Ash dieback. 
Holly thinning took place on East Common using a robotic flayer. This work was carried out on an 
already very wet and boggy Common; disruption and some path damage was evident. Some of you 
found the holly thinning alarming and feel that its removal spoils the woodland generally. Other 
residents are pleased with the results and feel a more open woodland is safer. Other benefits of 
thinning include; the provision of open ground which promotes the growth of diverse vegetation as 
more light reaches the woodland floor. The working season in the woodland usually takes place 
during the winters months up to mid-February giving those areas time to recover and always before 
birds start nesting. It is very important for GXTC to manage the Commons for everyone and try to 
balance between nature and human use. We are currently reviewing and updating our Woodland 
Management Plan which provides guidance for all our woodland work. 
You may have noticed a new hardstand on West Common behind the rhino posts near the flag pole; 
this was needed to make it easier for large circus and fun fair vehicles to gain access. 
 
The Camp is an important historic Iron Age Hillfort site, the largest in Buckinghamshire. We have 
over the last few years carried out clearance of the Fosse (ditch) which formed part of the Hillfort 
defence rampart; in December 2020 we completed another section. The Valley Way footpath which 
suffered badly over the last year has now had repairs carried out to the steps and drainage to keep 
the steep path usable. The Camp is a great and safe place for a walk with or without dogs. We are 
still looking for someone to cut and bale the grass to promote better growth of grasses and 
wildflowers. The boundary scrub and brambles were cleared during the autumn. 
 



 

 

Playground  The early Spring 2020 saw the mandatory closure of the Playground due to the 
Coronavirus pandemic, throughout this closure we carried out weekly checks of the playground. The 
annual ROSPA inspection took place in November 2020; any faults reported have been rectified. The 
playground was reopened in early July 2020 following a deep clean carried out just before, signage 
was erected to publicise the reopening with guidance on how to keep safe according to the 
Government’s recommendations. It has been greatly used and enjoyed since then.  
 
Outdoor Gym The installation of the new Outdoor Gym was completed in September 2020 proving 
to be very popular for all ages and used in all weathers.  
 
Ponds Latchmoor Pond and New Pond retained some water throughout a very dry Summer and 
weed removal was carried out to Latchmoor Pond during September just before the rains came. 
This Winter has seen both ponds frozen in January and February not good for the duck population! 
We moved a bench recently from the current building project to a place with a better view.  
 
Public Footpaths - We regularly check all footpaths but your help is always appreciated so please 
report any footpath problems to GXTC- clerk@gerrardscross.gov.uk 
 
Conservation Volunteers This group meet monthly. This has not been possible as usual this last 
year. Back to a normal routine soon hopefully. Thank You 
 
Litter Pickers Pandemic or not you still ‘picked’ Thank You All. 
 
Coming Projects We have applied to Buckinghamshire Community Board for Grants;  
firstly, to replace 3 bins in the woodland settings - more rustic in style;  
secondly, to create wildflower planting in a few visible locations, planting to take place in March 
and finally we ask you to complete our survey on East Common Playground facilities - 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/8QN28G8  also accessible via our website 
https://gerrardscross.gov.uk 
 
Spring is on its way. 
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